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Introduction
To the Citizens of the Commonwealth:
In many ways, the Massachusetts economi•c success story is a national model. One
important part of this story deserves more attention: the improved management
of our state government.
Over the past three years, all state managers, under the Governor's leadership, have
made a determined effort to use the state's resources wisely and carefully, to deliver
services more efficiently, and to pursue new and innovative ways to meet public
needs. As a result, we have saved money, improved services, and increased pro
ductivity. Because of these efforts, we have generated more than$3 50 million in
additional resources-through savings and the more aggressive collection of
federal reimbursements-which have made it possible for us to provide both better
services and tax relief. For example:
• By making the most of the opportunity presented by the deregulated
telephone industry, Massachusetts has both gained better telephone service
and saved more than $3 million annually;
• By remembering the lessons of the energy crises of the 1970s and planning
more energy efficient operations, the state has saved more than$7.6 million
annually;
• By increasing the number of businesses bidding on state jobs and acting as a
more attractive client for contractors to do business with, the state created a
more competitive purchasing environment and saved more than$ 26 million
since 1983; and
• By demonstrating that services the state provides to human service clients are
eligible for federal reimbursements, the state has increased revenues by nearly
$170 million since 1983 .
These are only a few of the Massachusetts managerial successes that are part of our
larger effort to create opportunity for every citizen in the Commonwealth. We in
state government are proud of these efforts; they are an important yardstick of how
well we are doing the job of delivering quality, cost-effective services.
There is clearly more that can be done. We will continue to be challenged by the
scale and complexity of Massachusetts state government , an enterprise that in
cludes over 200 agencies that spend over $9 billion annually in the delivery of
public services ranging from day care for children and home care for the elderly
ii

to the enforcement of drunk driving laws and the disposal of hazardous wastes.
Despite the work that we still need to do, it is nonetheless valuable to pause and
measure our progress. Therefore, we have prepared this set of reports to document
our success to date and specify where we plan to make further improvements in
the management of state government.
Those who take the time to read these reports will find much useful information,
much to be proud of, and much to praise. For all that remains to be done,
Massachusetts is today at the vanguard of the nation in innovative management.
The men and women who have done such an outstanding job of meeting the day
to-day responsibility of delivering timely, efficient, effective, and compassionate
services deserve the continued encouragement of all the people of Massachusetts.
State government's strides are due to them; the progress that will come in the years
ahead will be the result of their continued efforts. Together we are building a Com
monwealth where there truly is opportunity for all.

Frank T. Keefe, Secretary
Executive Office for
Administration and Finance
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Executive
Summary
Managers of state agencies must keep their administrative expenses under control.
The costs of supplies, equipment, and other services represent roughly 25 % of
an agency's annual operating budget. To stay within their budgets, managers often
have the unenviable choice of spending more on administrative purchases and less
on essential staffing and direct-service expenses, or forgoing needed supplies and
services and thereby diminishing staff productivity. Four state agencies-thePur
chasing Agent's Department (PAD), the O ffice for Management Information
Systems (OMIS), the Motor VehicleManagement Bureau (MVMB), and the Bureau
of Administrative Services ( BAS)-are responsible for purchasing the goods and
services necessary to support government operations. These agencies recognize
the trade-offs facing managers and have introduced new techniques to the procure
ment process. These techniques, summarized here, have yielded savings ofmore
than $26 million since 1983 and made it possible to dedicate more resources to
public services.
Bulk Purchases with Blanket Contracts: The centralized purchase of goods
and services in bulk has reduced unit purchase costs and yielded savings ofmore

than $3. 65 million since 1984.
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Purchase of Office Supplies: Having office supplies delivered to state agencies
by vendors rather than holding them in storerooms has eliminated inventory and
storage costs and reduced purchase costs. The new system yields annual savings

of $1 million.

Preparation of Generic Specifications: Agencies responsible for purchasing
goods and services are preparing generic, performance-based bidder specifications
to encourage more vendors to submit bids. The expanded pool of bidders has
resulted in more competitive pricing and price reductions of more than 60%.
Vendor Outreach: To encourage competition and reduce purchasing expenses,
procurement agencies have found ways to increase the number of vendors doing
business with the Commonwealth.
Equipment Lease vs. Purchase: Converting computer equipment leases to pur
chases has yielded savings of $20.9 million between FY 1984 and FY 1986.
Surplus Property Disposal: New procedures for selling surplus property have

increased revenues by $160,000.
Vehicle Fueling: Passenger vehicles are now fueled at less expensive state
operated gasoline centers rather than retail gas stations. In addition, the intro
duction of automated fuel pumps at 22 high-fuel consumption locations has
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Bulk Purchases

reduced personnel requirements at those locations and made reliable data available
on vehicle performance. These new vehicle fueling procedures have yielded an
nual savings of$190,000 and are expected to yield additional annual savings
of$400, 000 in future years.
New Vehicle Purchases: By centralizing and accelerating the procurement of
passenger vehicles for all agencies, the Motor Vehicle Management Bureau has
reduced unit costs per vehicle and saved nearly$200,000.
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Bulk Purchases with
Blanket Contracts
State agencies have traditionally purchased similar goods and services on a decen
tralized basis to meet their operating needs. The procurement agency would pro
cess orders for the same item in several small increments rather than making a
single large procurement. In recent years, both the Purchasing Agent's
Department (PAD) and Office of Management Information Systems (OMIS)
have increasingly turned to centralized purchasing in bulk, using blanket
contracts, to reduce costs.

State Action
The procurement agency identifies the volume of an item that all agencies expect
to purchase during a fixed period-one year, for example-and requests proposals
from suppliers of the item. The procurement agency does not, however, guarantee
any volume of purchasing. Following an analysis of the bids, the procurement
agency selects the lowest priced responsible and responsive vendor. The vendor
agrees to supply the item to all agencies at a fixed unit price over the term of the
contract. Thereafter, the operating agency can purchase directly from that selected
vendor instead of repeatedly taking bids for the purchase of the same item.

Financial Benefits
Blanket contracts yield two benefits: operating agencies get contract items for less
money, and the use of a single contract reduces administrative costs.
Since 1984, the PAD has initiated 36 blanket contracts for goods ranging from phar
maceutical supplies to uniforms. It has achieved average unit price reductions of
30% and total savings of more than $650,000.
OMIS uses blanket contracts for purchasing data processing equipment such as
word processors, printers, and microcomputers. Since 1984, it has achieved sav
ings of more than $3 million.

Contact
For more information on blanket contracts, contact Daniel D. Carter, State Purchas
ing Agent (617) 727-2882 or James Corum, Director, OMIS (617) 973-0900.
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Purchase of
Office Supplies
In FY 1983, state agencies spent more than $11.4 million on office supplies. PAD
made roughly half of these purchases, with the balance coming from "off contract"
buying by individual agencies. The PAD's purchasing contracts were mainly for
single products purchased in bulk and were awarded to vendors offering the lowest
bids. Since the agencies were obtaining items in bulk, several began operating supp
ly storerooms; these were located throughout the Commonwealth. Agencies lack
ing resources to buy directly through these contracts were encouraged to use the
in-house facility for supply and forms distribution operated within the State House.

·

Chronic budget and operational problems plagued this central facility and most
large agency storerooms. Moreover, running a storeroom entailed high overhead
costs, which could offset the savings gained from purchasing items in bulk. The
gap-filling practices that had arisen to compensate for poor i1:1-house supply
systems presented an equally important concern. Agencies collectively spent as
much as $6 million annually without the benefit of leveraging the state's massive
buying power. In most cases, these purchases were handled in informal and un
documented ways, which hampered the Comptroller's and Purchasing Agent's
ability to track overall expenditures and actual office product costs.
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State Action
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To respond to these problems, the Bureau of Administrative Services (BAS)
introduced a system whereby the state contracts with a single vendor to
supply and deliver office products to all agencies directly. Storerooms are
no longer necessary. In addition to streamlining the purchase and distribution pro
cess, this program reduces supply prices because all purchases are made in bulk.
To evaluate potential vendors to ser ve executive branch offices in eastern
Massachusetts, the BAS developed a request for proposal (RFP) that included a
series of performance specifications detailed in the boxed insert.

Request for Proposal
Vendor Performance Specifications
• Supply Selection
The vendor must offer an assortment of more than 700 standard office
supply items.
• Supply Delivery
The vendor must guarantee a 95 % fulfillment rate with automatic back
order capacity and guarantee delivery of supplies to an agency within 72
hours of an order.
• Supply Invoicing and Consumption Reporting
The vendor must bill an agency directly. In addition, it must supply periodic
management reports to each agency on types of items ordered, quantities
ordered, and expenses.
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Generic Specifications

The RFP spelled out its expected demand for categories of office supplies. It re
quired prospective vendors to demonstrate compliance with the state's small
business and minority business requirements. And finally, it required that the
selected vendor perform information seminars and staff training for all agencies
using the new system.
The RFP was distributed to 12 prospective vendors. After the vendor was chosen,
but before the program was implemented in late 1985, the vendor and the PAD
sponsored a series of training seminars for agency purchasing personnel to ensure
a smooth transition to the new system. Product catalogs, requisition forms, and
other related materials were distributed and reviewed during these seminars.

Financial Benefits
As a result of the new system, agencies enjoy the savings of purchasing items in
bulk but avoid stockpiling several months' worth of office products. They pay only
for what they order and receive. The Commonwealth benefits from competitive
pricing, promotes compliance with small business and minority business re
quirements, and eliminates warehousing and office product handling.

Contact
For more information on office supply purchases, contact Steven Wojtasinski,
Director of Administrative Services (617)727-8509 or Daniel D. Carter, State Pur
chasing Agent (617)727-2882 .

Preparation of
Generic Specifications
Many consumers mistakenly define a product according to brand rather than per
formance specifications. For example, one consumer can shop for copying equip
ment with enlargement, reduction, and collating capacity, while another looks
for a Xerox machine. In the first case, several vendors can offer models for the con
sumer to consider, but in the second case only one vendor can offer a product line.
The first approach encourages price and vendor competition; the second effec
tively establishes a monopoly.
Or suppose two agencies may each require four-wheel- drive vehicles; one agen
cy has always bought four-wheel-driveJeeps and the other, four-wheel-drive General
Motors vehicles. If their purchase specifications focused on the performance re
quirements rather than the brand, however, the agencies might each purchase the
same four-wheel-drive vehicle and achieve a lower price with a larger volume order.
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These examples demonstrate the importance of specifications in the procurement
process. In the past , agencies wrote specifications that mirrored the products of
fered by a particular vendor, thus ruling out consideration of a product manufac
tured by another vendor. Furthermore, agencies referred to the "brand name or
equivalent'' in their specifications. By so narrowing their options, they often re
jected designs that would have done the job just as well at a lower price.

e
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Btate Action
To increase vendor bidding and make pricing more competitive, procure
ment agencies have developed specifications for needed products. Agen
cy need, not the capabilities of a particular vendor, now determines how
specifications are written. They describe the critical dimensions, minimally
acceptable performance standards, and quality requirements of a product without
imposing unnecessary restrictions that would disqualify an otherwise acceptable
product. These efforts have lowered costs on several state purchases such as
automobiles, typewriters, and pharmaceuticals.

Financial Benefits
Since early 1984, the PAD has written generic specifications for 23 bids. Such ef
forts have yielded unit cost savings ranging from 3 % to 61 % , as the following table
shows.
,,. ,--,-
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Purchase
Item
Paint
Calculators
Typewriters
Dry Wall

. ..

-

.

Unit Price
Before Generic
Specification
$

6.27
145.15
583.00
97.50

,,

Unit Price
After Generic
Specification
6.06
129.30
360.00
38.50

$

Unit
Savings
%
$
0.21
15.85
223.00
59.50

3
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38
61

Since 1984, the Motor Vehicle Management Bureau (MV MB) has standardized the
specifications for purchasing police vehicles. As a result, the Metropolitan District
Commission Police, the State Police, and the Registry Police all operate comparable
vehicles. Expanding the size of the vehicle order has reduced unit costs and saved
the state $17,000 .

Contact
For more information on generic purchase specifications, contact Daniel D. Carter,
State Purchasing Agent (617) 727-2882 or Ernest C. Sofis, Fleet Administrator,
Motor Vehicle Management Bureau (617) 727-5238.
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Vendor
o uw_eac_h_________ L
______
In its efforts to reduce purchasing expenses, the state has sought to increase the 'I
number of bids it takes from vendors because greater competition drives down I
prices.

State Action
For vendors to do business with the state, they must have confidence that the state
can meet its financial obligations in a timely fashion. Therefore, to encourage
vendor participation in the state's procurement process, the Comp
troller's Division has, since 1983, reduced bill processing time from 60 l
1
days to less than 30 days for 8 5 % of all payments.
' fi
In addition, vendors must be aware of the state agencies' level of demand for their
products. Therefore, to alert vendors to state needs, in July 1984 the
Secretary of State and the PAD began publishing "The Goods and Services
Bulletin," which itemizes forthcoming procurements for goods and services. The bulletin is distributed to more than 1,000 prospective vendors for an
annual subscription price of $45. Interested vendors can call the PAD for more information about a particular bid invitation.

I
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Finally, procurement agencies must know what vendors to solicit bids from when':
I
they need specific goods or services. Since 1983, the PAD has significantly
enlarged the pool of vendors available to do business with the state as the 'i
following graph shows.
l[
Vendors
11,500
11,000
10,500
10,000
9,500
9,000
8,500
8,000
7,500
7,000
6,500
6,000
5,500
5,000
0
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Purchasing Agent Vendor Pool

11,100

iI\

:

5,400

FY 1983

FY 1984

FY 1985

�

To achieve this increase, the state looked for new vendors, tracked down vendors
that expressed an interest in working for the state, and consolidated information
on new suppliers. In 1985, the PAD also automated its vendor listing. Before, buyers
within the PAD maintained separate vendor files and repeatedly solicited the same
vendors for bids. Under the new system, all vendor requests are channeled to a
single control point for conversion to a computer list. In addition, vendors' names
are cross-referenced with all products they manufacture or sell. Now, the computer
determines which vendors can respond to a bid and sends the buyer's solicitation
to the appropriate vendors.

t
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'[financial Benefits
By increasing the number of vendors doing business with the state, the PAD has
encouraged competition and presumably lowered costs. However, in view of other
variables involved in the procurement process, it is impossible to say exactly how
much money has been saved by increasing competition for the state's business.

hi
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i Contact
For more information on vendor outreach, contact Daniel D. Carter, State Purchas
ing Agent (617) 727-2882.
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Equipment Lease
vs. Purchase
T he Commonwealth has traditionally leased its computer equipment , while
having the option of purchasing the equipment at certain points during the lease
term. A portion of each lease payment was applied toward the purchase price, up
to an established ceiling. Before 1984, few agencies exercised the purchase option.

State Action
In 1984, however, OMIS determined that exercising the purchase option
could, in some cases, yield significant savings. It analyzed existing leases to
identify those most suited to conversion. Many agencies have reached or nearly
reached the purchase ceiling. Because at that point a purchase would be more cost
effective than a lease, OMIS decided to convert all leases that had reached the ceil
ing to purchases.

7

Surplus Property Disposal

Financial Benefits
The following table shows the savings attributable to the lease conversions.
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Equipment Purchase Savings

y
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(millions of dollars)
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Year
Lease
Converted

I

FY 1984
FY 1985
TOTAL

Amount
Converted

Savings
FY 1984

Savings
FY 1985

Savings
FY 1986

Total
Savings
To Date

$ 1.0
10.9
$11.9

$ 3.0

$ 3.0

$ 3.0

$ 8.5

$ 3.0
6.4
$ 9.4

$ 9.0
11.9
$20.9

s.s

Contact
For more information on lease conversions, contact James Corum, Director, OMIS
(617) 973-0900.

Surplus Property
Disposal
Besides managing the state's purchases of goods and services, the PAD is responsible for profitably disposing of surplus equipment and materials. Its activities in
clude the recycling of supplies and equipment among agencies, selling property
for which there is no demand from state agencies, and selling inoperable
equipment.

State Action
The PAD traditionally issued an invitation for sealed bids to dispose of junk or in
operable vehicles. Under the bidding terms, a buyer had to purchase all the surplus
vehicles. This requirement discouraged prospective buyers, and they would ac
cordingly reduce their unit price per vehicle. In addition, agencies traded in their
operable vehicles to dealers to reduce the cost of purchasing a new vehicle.
In reviewing these practices, the PAD and MVMB saw that they failed to maximize
revenues. In 1985, the PAD introduced a program to dispose of surplus

8
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vehicles through a statewide auction. The auction permits prospective buyers
to increase bids in a competitive structure and therefore yields an increase in
revenues to the Commonwealth.

-- 1

inancial Benefits
The following tables show the revenue increases achieved in 1985 as a result of the
new vehicle disposal methods. Average state revenues went up nearly 75% per
vehicle following the introduction of the auction.

11
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Revenue Increase
Sealed Bid vs. Auction

L
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Vehicle
Type
Junk
Vehicles
Trucks
Equipment

Number
1984
1985
Average
Average
Average
of
Sealed Bid
Auction
Revenue Vehicles
Total
Receipt Per Receipt Per Increase
Sold
Revenue
Vehicle
Vehicle
Per Vehicle
1985 Increase
$ 70
100
18

TOTAL

$ 454
450
99
'

$384
350
81

'

121
89
27

$46,464
31,150
2,187

237

$79,801

·;

Revenue Increase
Trade-In vs. Auction

Vehicle
Type

1984

1985

$564

$ 829

$265

207

$54,855

$945

$1,458

$513

48

$24,624·-

255

$79,497

Number
Average
of
Average
Average
Total
Revenue Vehicles
Trade In
Auction
Sold
Revenue
Receipt Per Receipt Per Increase
Per Vehicle
1985 Increase
Vehicle
Vehicle

Operable

MVMB

Vehicles
Operable
State Police
Vehicles
TOTAL

. Contact
For more information on the disposal of surplus property, contact Daniel D. Carter,
State Purchasing Agent (617) 727-2882 or Ernest C. Sofis, Fleet Administrator,
Motor Vehicle Management Bureau (617) 727-5238.
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Vehicle
Fueling

,!---"

Until 1984, state agencies issued drivers of state vehicles such as cars, vans, and
trucks a commercial credit card to use at retail gas stations. Gas at these outlets cost
roughly 20% more than at state sites, where gas and supplies were purchased in:
bulk.

111
111

Stat:e Action
For several years, the state purchased fuel in bulk for its fueling facilities located
at State Police, Department of Public Works (DPW ), and other state agency sites.
The state sites were primarily used by police and DPW vehicles. In reviewing this
system, the MVMB determined that the facilities, which were conveniently located
at more than 125 sites statewide, could service all state vehicles.

;Ill

In late 1984, the MVMB also began preparations to install automated fuel
dispensing equipment at 22 locations across the state. The purpose was to examine
the costs and benefits of installing such equipment statewide. This equipment per
mits self-service vehicle fueling and tracks fuel consumption by individuals, classes
of vehicles, and agencies. Self-servicing makes possible the redeployment of DPW 1
personnel to other functions, and the system's tracking capacity improves control
and analysis of fuel consumption.

In September 1984, the MVMB discontinued use of the commercial credit
cards and introduced a DPW credit card program. Under the new program,1
all drivers fuel and service their vehicles at DPW facilities instead of commercial!
gas stations. Additionally, any state vehicle can use a State Police site, as long as the1
driver has a DPW credit card. These sites never close, thus making a large supply: '
F�
of inexpensive fuel available to state drivers.
I
Before discontinuing use of the commercial credit cards, the MVMB conducted
a series of seminars for drivers, describing the new plan and its implementation.
Each driver received a brochure listing the locations of DPW and State Police fuel
ing sites as well as a map of all the areas. The brochure also identified the hours
of operation and the types of fuel (leaded, unleaded, diesel) available at each site.
Finally, the MVMB told drivers how consumption charges would be recorded and
what their responsibilties in recording these charges would be.

Next, the MVMB chose 22 high-consumption sites for installing the
automated fuel pumps. Site·selection analysis evaluated accessibility of location
and fuel consumption at the location in developing a balanced geographic distribuCo
tion across the state. Following this analysis, the MVMB selected the 22 sites, shown
on the following map:
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• State police automated fuel locations
• Public works automated fuel locations
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These 22 sites represent approximately 18% of all fueling facilities, but more than
60% of all fuel consumed during the previous year was pumped at these sites.

tr1

These new pumps are coded to dispense fuel after optically scanning two data
cards. The first card identifies the operator and the second, the vehicle. The driver
also supplies odometer readings to trigger the flow of fuel. After distributing the
identification cards, the MVMB held a series of seminars for drivers to show them
how the fuel pumps work and where they are located. System start-up began in
spring 1986.

inancial Benefits

1n

1 Contact

Before the new credit card system was installed, drivers of state vehicles had pur
chased roughly 700,000 gallons of fuel at retail sites each year. At a minimum, the
price-per-gallon at the state facilities is$.20 lower than at retail stations, for an an
nual savings of roughly $140,000. Moreover, the uncontrolled purchases of win
dow washers, headlights, windshield wipers, and similar products is a thing of the
past, for additional annual savings of more than $50,000.
The MVMB further estimates that installation of the automated fuel pumps will
reduce fuel pilferage. Therefore, annual fuel consumption will decline by more
than 460,000 gallons with the installation of the automated fuel pumps, for an an
nual savings of $400,000.

For more information on vehicle fueling, contact Ernest C. Sofis, Fleet Ad
ministrator, Motor Vehicle Management Bureau (617) 727-5238.
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New Vehicle
Purchases
TheMVMB is responsible for the purchase and maintenance of state vehicles. Inl
recent years, it has identified several ways to purchase vehicles to reduce unit:
expenses.

1.111,1
1,

State Action
Until FY 1985, the MVMB was responsible for purchasing between 200 and 225 •
vehicles a year, or 20% of the total vehicles purchased by the state in one year. In
FY 1985, the MVMB began purchasing vehicles financed through the1
capital outlay budget; by FY 1986, its responsibilities were further ex-1
panded by the l.egislature to include purchasing vehicles for all line agen-,
cies. By the end of FY 1986,MVMB 's vehicle purchases had increased from $ 1. 7
million to $16 million; this, in turn, yields more favorable bids due to expanded
volume.
In addition, the MVMB has accelerated its annual vehicle purchasing cy-1
cle so that vehicle ordering and delivery will take place earlier in the fiscal
year. Previously, new vehicles were not purchased and delivered until April or 1
May-ten months into the fiscal year. This created unnecessary expense for several ,
reasons:
• Vehicle manufacturers offer the lowest prices early in the model year, which cor- 1
respond with the early part of the state's fiscal year; price increases occur by 1
January.
• The new vehicles replace the oldest vehicles in a fleet . �'ith every month, 1
maintenance expenses for these vehicles increase.
• Older vehicles that were still running could have been sold for more money had
they been replaced earlier in the year.

.1

Financial Benefits
In FY 1985, the MVMB made 83 % of its scheduled vehicle purchases before the
January price increases for a savings of just over $48,000. In addition , this ac
celerated schedule has facilitated the timely retirement of vehicles and reduced
maintenance expenses. This has yielded additional savings of $150,000.

Contact
For more information on new vehicle purchases, contact Ernest C. Sofis, Fleet Ad- I
ministrator, Motor Vehicle Management Bureau (617) 727-5238.
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